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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a modeling approach to analyze component degradation and
failure data to understand the aging process of components. As used here, degrada-
tion modeling is die analysis of information on component degradation in order to
develop models of the process and its implications. This particular modeling
focuses on die analysis of the times of component degradations, to model how the
rate of degradation changes with the age of the component. The methodology
presented also discusses the effectiveness of maintenance as applicable to aging
evaluations.

The specific applications which are performed show quantitative models of compo-
nent degradation rates and component failure rates from plant-specific data. The
statistical techniques which are developed and applied allow aging trends to be
effectively identified in the degradation data, and in the failure data. Initial
estimates of the effectiveness of maintenance in limiting degradations from becom-
ing failures also are developed. These results are important first steps in degrada-
tion modeling, and show that degradation can be modeled to identify aging trends.

1. INTRODUCTION

The assessment of risk associated with aging in nuclear power plants encompasses
many facets, of which an important element is the understanding of the aging phenomena
associated with components of safety systems. We study the aging phenomena at the
component or sub-component level so that we can develop an aging reliability model
representing the aging process experienced by components in nuclear plants under existing
test and maintenance practices. In this study, we present an approach to analyze component
degradation and failure data to understand the aging process, and also to evaluate the
effectiveness of maintenance in preventing age-related failures.

The study of aging at the component level can be broadly divided between two types of
components - active components (e.g., pumps, valves, and circuit breakers), and passive
components (e.g., structures and pipes). In this report, the primary focus is on active
components, although the approaches that are presented can also be explored for application
to passive components.
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Study of aging characteristics at the component level is an assessment of the deteriora-
tion of component reliability with time, and an identification of the activities or processes
that could mitigate such deterioration. Reliability analyses are typically, focused on deter-
mining aging failure rate with time. Analyses of data on plant experience indicate that
components experience various forms of degradation that are detected and corrected through
testing and maintenance. Incorporation of component degradation characteristics in an aging
reliability model (which has not been done) will improve our understanding of the aging
process, and also help determine activities to mitigate such deterioration.

This paper describes new work which is called degradation modeling. As used here
degradation modeling is the analysis of information on component degradation in order to
develop models of the degradation process and its implications. The particular degradation
modeling focuses on the analysis of the times of component degradations, to model how the
degradation rate changes with the age of the component. The times of degradation which are
analyzed include times of degraded failures, and times of corrective maintenance. Failures of
components also are analyzed to model how this rate changes with component's age. The
models of the changes in degradation rate and failure rate with age are important results in
themselves, since they quantify the aging reliability behavior of the component.

The degradation information evaluated in this study includes the times of 1) degraded
failures, and 2) corrective maintenances. The data may also include the component's
condition in terms of the parameter values recorded at times of corrective maintenances. The
degradation modeling approaches presented can use this information to study the aging
effects evident in degradations to relate reliability characteristics to the effectiveness of
maintenance in mitigating aging effects. At present, we study degradation modeling using
degradation times, and do not directly use component condition in terms of engineering
conditions. The degradation modeling approach also is directly tied to the component
reliability study, as such information can be used to predict the component's failure rate and
unavailability which can be used as input into risk and reliability models.

The capability of relating degradation information to component failure rate and
unavailability is important for several reasons. Component aging failure rates are required to
quantify the core-melt frequency effects and risk effects from aging and also to quantify the
effectiveness of a given maintenance program in controlling aging impacts on the core-melt
frequency and risk. However, failure data is often sparse. On the other hand, degradation
data is more abundant because degradations occur at a higher rate than failures. Thus, the
methodology developed in this report allows component aging failure rates to be estimated
from component degradation rates. This ability has the potential of greatly increasing the
accuracy and availability of component aging failure rates, which can be used in risk
evaluations of aging effects.

This paper develops the concept of using degradation information in an aging reliability
study. An application of this concept is presented for a specific safety system components,
namely Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system pumps and service water (SW) system
pumps. This analysis forms the basis for developing a component aging reliability model
using degradation information.



2. CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES OF DEGRADATION MODELING

Analyses of component reliability records show that besides data on component failure,
significant information exists on component degraded conditions, including times at which
such degraded conditions are observed, and also values of observed parameters indicating
degradation. Many times, a component reliability record contains much more information on
degradations than on failure. The concept of degradation modeling is to use degradation data
to develop component reliability characteristics and to understand aging effects.

The objectives of degradation modeling are:

1. To quantify and characterize the frequency of degradation,

2. To model ar.i quantify the effects of aging on the frequency of component degrada-
tion and degradation characteristics,

3. To model and quantify the frequency of component failure and aging effects on such
frequency,

4. To establish the use of information on component degradation in aging evaluations
such that operational activities can be defined to mitigate such deteriorations,

5. To establish relations between component degradations and failures so that fre-
quency of component failure can be estimated from the frequency of component
degradation and degradation characteristics, and

6. To develop a reliability model for component aging using information on degrada-
tion and failure as an input to aging reliability and risk studies.

In this paper we discuss the first steps of degradation modeling approaches to accom-
plish the above objectives. At this time, we primarily address the first four items and present
results that provide insights on the last two items.

The degradation modeling approach studied in this report assumes that components pass
through a degraded state before experiencing failures: this may be a simplified model. In
reality, a component may experience multiple degraded states in its path to failure (Figure
1). The Markov modeling approach presented in this report can be expanded to include
multiple states, and so can provide a better explanation of the aging process and the
influence of maintenances in that process. Further development of this approach will
consider multiple states incorporating effects of tests and maintenance.

Degradation models have many potential applications. As discussed, the times of
corrective maintenances, that signify degraded states, can be used to predict future times of
failures. The aging effect on degradation rates can be indicative of future growth in aging
failures rates which may necessitate appropriate corrective actions, e.g., maintenance,
overhauls, or replacements. Time-dependent degradation rates can be used to estimate
time-dependent failures rates for use in aging intervals where failure data do not support the
development of aging-failure rates. Component reliability models can be developed that
incorporate information on degradation, and can be input to aging risk and reliability studies.
Thus degradation models can be a valuable tool for aging evaluation applications, re-licens-
ing applications, and reliability-centered maintenance applications.



3. METHODOLOGY: DEGRADATION MODELING APPROACHES

In this section, we give a brief summary of the degradation modeling approaches.
Basically, we pr•- ;nt the relationships to be used in applying degradation modeling to
component degradation and failure data, the assumptions of degradation modeling, and basic
formulations of the modeling approaches. Detailed mathematics of specific degradation
modeling can be obtained in Ref. 1.

To understand degradation modeling, we study a repairable component, i.e., a compo-
nent that is being repaired and maintained. The "active" components, as defined in the
terminology of the NPAR program, are repairable components, and are the focus of this
study.

For one of the simplest models, we make the following assumptions:

1. Degradation always precedes failure.

2. When a component is repaired after a failure, the operational state of the component
reflects more restoration than when on-line maintenance is performed.

3. When maintenance is performed following detection of a degraded condition, the
component is restored to a maintained state which reflects less restoration than when
repair is performed after a failure.

We call the state after repair of a failure the "o" state, the state after failure the "F' state
and the one after maintenance is performed the "m" state.

We use Markov process approaches for degradation modeling; they have the advantage
that simple models can first be constructed and then expanded to yield more complex
models. Statistical analysis is coupled to the models to estimate unknown parameters from
degradation data. The simplest model we present considers only one degraded state.
Expanded modeling will include multiple degraded states (Figure 1). For the simplest model
using single degraded state definitions, approaches are developed that can be applied to
current data, and to obtain significant insights, as demonstrated in Chapter 5 that defines the
specific applications carried out and results obtained.

3.1 State Representation of Degradation Modeling

The Markov approaches of degradation modeling can be described by the state diagram
for a component (Figure 2). Based on our assumptions, the component can be in a degraded
state (d-state) through three processes:

a. the component reaches its first degraded state from a restored state (o-state),

b. the component undergoes recurring degradation with no intermediate failure, (it is
assumed that the component is in a maintained state (m-state) following a degrada-
tion), and

c. the component undergoes degradation following restoration resulting from a failure
(f-state).
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The component can fail only from a degraded state (d-state). However, it is assumed that
maintenance is performed every time a degraded state is detected. Thus, a maintained state
(m-state) is reached following a degraded state (d-state). For Markov modeling consider-
ations, these two states are equivalent in this analysis.

3.2 Transition Probabilities

The transition probabilities among the various states are as follows:

POD = probability that degradation occurs after the component is restored with
no failure before a degradation

= 1 since we assume degradation always precedes failure

PDM = probability that maintenance is carried out once a degraded state is
identified

= 1 since maintenance will be performed to remedy the degraded state.

PMD = probability that degradation occurs after a maintenance before a failure
occurs.

PDF=PMF = probability that failure occurs after a maintenance (performed following
detection of a degraded state) with no intermediate degradation.

PFO = probability that component is restored following failure

= 1

Our interest lies in obtaining PMD and PDF . Principally, PDF describes the effectiveness
of maintenance and the probability of transferring to a failed state once a degraded state is
reached. PMD , similarly, expresses the probability of recurring degradation before failure.

3.3 Frequency of Degradation, Frequency of Failure, and Transition Probabilities

Degradation frequency defines the frequency of degraded state, i.e., the number of
degraded states observed for a component per unit time. Similarly, the failure frequency
represents the failure states observed per unit time.

Let

WD(t) = the degradation frequency at t

WF(t) = the failure frequency at t.

Developing balance equations from the renewal theory (Ref. 2), one can obtain the
steady state solution that relates the degradation frequency, failure frequency, and the
transition probabilities. (Mathematical derivation is presented in Ref. 1.) WD and WF

represent the steady state degradation and failure frequencies.

WD = WF + WDPMD (1)



WF = WDPDF (2)

Expressed in terms of transition probabilities,

PDF = WF / WD (3)

PMD = 1 " WF / WD = 1 - PDF (4)

The above expressions define how the steady state transition probabilities (PDF and PMD) can
be obtained from the degradation frequency and failure frequency. Using component
reliability data bases like NPRDS or plant-specific data bases, one can determine WF and
WD, and hence, WF / WD for various components. These ratios can also be determined for
various failure modes of a component to determine the effectiveness of various mainte-
nances carried out for a type of component.

The interpretations of the steady-state solutions are as follows:

1. The larger the ratio of failure frequency and degradation frequency (WF / WD) the
larger is the probability that a failure will occur after degradation, PDF .

2. For a given degradation frequency, WD , the larger the probability, PDF the larger is
the failure frequency WF .

3. The ratio WF / WD is a measure of ineffectiveness of maintenance in that it is equal
to PDF . However, smaller values of PDF can result in larger values of WF if WD is
larger.

4. Another measure of maintenance effectiveness is the failure frequency WF itself,
which is equal to WDPDF .

The approaches presented above define how information on degradation can be used to
obtain the characteristics of degradation (frequency, the transition probabilities from de-
graded to failure state and from maintained to degraded state) and how component failure
frequency relates to such characteristics.

3.4 Incorporation of Aging Effects in Degradation Modeling

To develop a model for component reliability using information on degradation in our
study of aging effects, we need to develop the age-dependence of the degradation parame-
ters. Thus, for aging, at some threshold time (age to) the failure frequency WF and
degradation frequency, WD will begin to increase. On the other hand, degradation frequency
may show a significant aging effect (increase in degradation frequency with age) whereas
the failure frequency may not (constant with age), indicating a reduced probability of
transition from the degraded to the failure state. This may signify that maintenance is
effective enough to maintain a constant failure frequency, and that aging degradation is
manifested through age-dependency of degradation frequency.

The time dependent representation of WF and WD are presented in Ref. 1. From the
relation one can obtain the frequency of failure in terms of the degradation frequency,



WF(x) = WD(x)fDF(t - x) dx (5)

where fDF(t - x) is the probability density that the failure occurs at t with no intermediate
observed degradation, given the component was maintained at x. The probability density
function is assumed to depend only on the interval (t - x).

A prediction of the aging effect on the frequency of component failure can be obtained
from the aging effect in degradation frequency using the above equation. However, this
requires information obtained from the steady state process and as such, introduces the
following assumptions:

1. That aging begins at some threshold time, and that both WF(t) and WD(t) increase
from that same time.

2. The transition probability density, for example, fDF(x), depends only on the interval,
and the steady-state probability density, obtained from steady-state data, can be
applied for aging-dependent evaluation of WF(t) and WD(t).

3. The same transition probabilities, PDF and PMD , as developed from the steady-state
case, also apply to the aging case.

3.5 Aging Effects on Degradation Rate

The effect of aging on component reliability may be manifested through either in-
creased degradation or increased failures, or both. Generally, earlier studies have focussed
on increased failures due to aging. Here, the focus has been on degradations, with an attempt
to predict the corresponding characteristics of failure under appropriate constraints.

The degradation rate, XMD , is defined as the rate of degradation occurring after
maintenance given no previous degradation has occurred. Similarly, the failure rate, A,DF, is
the rate of a failure occurring after a degradation given no previous failure has occurred.

The age-dependent XMD can be obtained by observing the times of degradation. The
time of degradations, tp t^,...,^ from some threshhold time is used to estimate the parametric
form of ^.MD(s).

a) Availability of Data on Failure

When times of failure of the aged component are also present, along with the
information on degradation, the former can be used to develop the age-dependent \DF, which
can then be compared to XMD . The different behavior of A,DF(t) and A,MD(t) signify different
effectiveness of maintenance in the component's aging process. If A.MD(t) shows a significant
aging effect as opposed to XDF(t), then the maintenance is effective in averting component
failure. Conversely, maintenance is ineffective if the transition probability PMD in the aging
process is higher than the steady state value.

b) Insufficient Data on Failure

In the absence of data on failure, the degradation rate can be used to develop failure rate
in the age-dependent scenario. One approach is to assume that both the failure rate and
degradation rate have the same time dependence.



3.6 Assumptions and Limitations in the Methodology

The degradation modeling presented in this section is the first step in the component
aging reliability model development using degradation information. The specific example
analyses presented in the next section are also to demonstrate the applicability of the
methodology and to show how useful insights can be derived from this approach. Neverthe-
less, at this time, for this simple model a number of assumptions are made, many of which
are expected to be dealt with as we make future extensions to the model and gain more
experience with the analyses. In this section, we discuss the assumptions and limitation in
the methodology and their implications in the results presented.

1. In the modeling presented, the component degradation is represented by a single
degradation state. Degradations are generally continuous and not discrete as treated
in the model. For this simplest model, the assumption is that a degradation state
occurs when the degradation, which can be continuous, exceeds some threshold. The
objective here is to demonstrate how important insights relating to aging and
maintenance effectiveness can be obtained by using degradation information in its
simplest form. As stated, more extended models can be developed that allow
multiple states of degradation. Studies are underway to extend the model incorporat-
ing multiple degraded states.

2. The model assumed that maintenance is performed everytime a degraded state is
detected. A degraded state as used in the model is a state in which degradation has
exceeded a threshold requiring maintenance. Thus, a degraded state is associated
with a maintenance requirement. The data used in the analyses are delineated such
that the identified degraded states are associated with maintenance. It is, however,
recognized that component degradations can be identified where no maintenances are
performed. Extended models with multiple degraded states will be able to distinctly
treat degraded states which are not necessarily associated with maintenance require-._
ments.

3. Maintenance as used in the model is corrective maintenance and not preventative
maintenance. More frequent corrective maintenances are associated with more
frequent degradation occunrances exceeding some threshold. Nondetected degrada-
tions and scheduled maintenances are not explicitly treated by the model. Extensions
to multiple degraded state modeling can treat both nondetected degradations and
effect of scheduled maintenances.

4. Test frequency to detect component degradation is not explicitly treated in the
model. It is conceivable that degradation conditions may remain undetected, for
longer durations because of low frequency of testing. This is because component
testing intervals are defined to detect failure rather than degradations. Further
extension of the model will include test interval times.

5. In the theoretical model development which relate degradation rate of the component
to its failure rate, the failure rate and degradation rate are assumed to have the same
time-dependence. This is one model for time-dependence relationship. Data analyses
and sensitivity evaluations will be conducted to understand this relationship. The
applications presented in this report do not require this assumption.



6. Data requirements for applications of degradation modeling are more comprehensive
in that degradation data are required. Degradation data are often unavailable and if
available, are often incomplete. The interpretation of available data for degradation
modeling application also needs to be systematized. Realizing the difficulty in
obtaining comprehensive data, one of the objective of this report is to develop
models which show how degradation data can be specifically used in for mainte-
nance decisions. If these specific benefits and uses of degradation data are presented
then there would be more incentive to collect more accurate degradation data.

4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION
AND FAILURE DATA

In this section, we present an analyses of age-related degradation and failure data for
selected components, namely RHR pumps and SW pumps. The primary focus of the analysis
is to use the concept of degradation modeling, that provides us with an understanding of the
aging process in the active components. Based on the data analyses, we discuss

1. behavior of degradation rate and aging failure rate with age of a standby safety
system component and a continuously operating component (i.e., the RHR pump and
SW pump).

2. interpretation of aging process through degradation and failure rate behavior, i.e.,
how meaningful information can be obtained by studying these parameters, and

3. derivation of effectiveness of maintenance in preventing age-related failures.

In addition to these items which focus on the interpretation of aging and evaluation of
maintenance effectiveness, the analyses address the following aspects:

1. combining data from similar components in a plant and across plants,

2. data pooling across components, based on statistical tests of similar characteristics,-

3. statistical trend testing to determine aging effect in failure and degradation data, and

4. regression analysis to obtain degradation rate and aging failure rate.

4.1 Analysis Approach

The primary objective of the analyses was to obtain the aging failure rate and
degradation rate based on component age-related failure and degradation data, respectively.
These two parameters are used to obtain the effectiveness of maintenance in preventing
age-related failures.

The available data provides specific degradation and failure times of several similar
components. Focusing on the RHR pumps, data are obtained for a group of components from
different plants. In this case, the data covered three different BWR units, each having four
RHR pumps. The age of the plants differed, and the data did not cover the entire life of the
component in all cases.

Individually, the data for each of the pumps were insufficient to determine the
parameters (degradation rate and aging failure rate). Accordingly, we studied a component



type (the RHR pump) using data from the group of components (in this case, 12 RHR
pumps). Statistical tests were conducted to justify the use of data across components and
across plants.

For SW pumps, data from seven BWR units out of twelve units were used in the
analysis. Based on the statistical tests, the SW pump aging data in the remaining five units
were not compatible with the data from the seven units used in the analysis. Each of these
units has three or more SW pumps, thus providing a data base from about forty three pumps.
Similar to the analysis approach in RHR pumps, statistical tests were conducted to justify the
use of data across components and across plants.

Statistical tests for use of data across components and across plants

The statistical tests were conducted with the following objectives:

1. to demonstrate that times between degradations (or between failures) across compo-
nents within a plant are identically distributed, i.e., the components belong to the
same population for analysis of degradation and failure rate characteristics, and

2. to demonstrate that components across the plants belong to the same population.

The tests were conducted separately for degradation and failure data. Mann-Whitney
U-tests and Kruskal-Wallis (K-U) tests were used, details of which are presented in the
appendix. The results showed that components could be grouped together: for the RHR
pumps, the statistical tests justified using data from 12 pumps across three different power
plants. In the case of SW pumps, the test results justified use of data across seven units out
of twelve units.

Data were combined in two ways. In Method 1, the data on time to degradation or time
to failure were combined from different RHR pumps, i.e., separate data from each compo-
nent were used to develop the data base. In Method 2, data from different components were
"pooled", i.e., degradation and failure times obtained from each component were plotted on a
single time-line to obtain new degradation and failure times for the analysis. In our
terminology, we describe Method 1 as "data combining" and Method 2 is called "data
pooling".

Trend testing and identification of age-groups with degradation and failure time

The data obtained by either of the methods ("data combining" or "data pooling") were
tested for time-trends before developing age-related degradation and failure rates.

Statistical tests were used to define component age groups showing similar aging
behavior. We observed that early life showed a decreasing trend, and later life showed either
increasing or constant trends with time. Using regression analysis, data from age-groups
were appropriately partitioned that showed statistically significant time trends for developing
aging rates.



4.2 Aging Effect on Degradation

The analysis of degradation data for the RHR pumps and SW pumps was conducted
with the following objectives:

1. identification of age-groups where statistically significant time trends exist, and

2. determination of the time-trends, and degradation rates, using regression analysis.

The details of the statistical analyses are presented in Ref. 1. Here, we discuss the results
and the characteristics of degradation rate.

Figure 3 shows the logarithm of the degradation rate that characterized the RHR pumps
over ten years (presented as 40 quarters). This degradation time was obtained from
plant-specific data bases of 12 RHR pumps, 4 from each of 3 units. Statistical tests showed
that the degradation behavior across these components are similar, and accordingly, a
generic degradation characteristic was studied. Data combining and data pooling were
studied: both showed similar results. The results obtained by data combining are discussed.

The following observations can be made from the age-dependent degradation rate for
the RHR pumps:

1. The degradation rate shows significant age-dependence; the early life of the compo-
nent (i.e., first five years) shows a decreasing trend (significance level: 0.001), and
the later five years show an increasing trend (significance level: 0.05), with the age
of the component.
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2. The increase in degradation rate, which is of interest in aging studies, is significant:
the degradation rate increased by almost an order of magnitude at the end of ten
years.

3. The 95% confidence bounds for the degradation rate show that the uncertainty in the
estimation is not large. The increased number of degradations observed in a
component (compared to failure data) and the statistical approach taken for using
data across similar components exhibiting similar degradation behavior contribute to
lower range of uncertainty. This signifies that statistical methods can be used to
estimate degradation rates.

Figure 4 shows the logarithm of the degradation rate that characterized the SW pumps
over twelve years (presented as 50 quarters). The method of data combining was studied for
SW pumps. The generic degradation characteristic was obtained by combining data across
seven units consisting of 43 pumps.

The observations on the age-dependent degradation rate for the SW pumps are as
follows:

1. The degradation rate shows age-dependence: the early life of the component (i.e.,
first five years) shows a decreasing trend and the remainixig seven years show an
increasing trend with the age of the component.
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2. The increase in the degradation rate as the component ages is not as significant as in
the case of RHR pumps; nevertheless, the degradation rate is showing aging effect
on the component. During the later seven year period the rate increased by about a
factor of 3.

4.3 Aging Effect on Failures

The aging-failure data for the RHR pumps and SW pumps were also analyzed with the
following objectives:

1. identification of age-groups where statistically significant time trends exist, and

2. determination of aging-failure rates where time trends exist, and estimation of
time-independent failure rate where time-trends cannot be established.

Figure 5 gives the logarithm of the age-dependent failure for RHR pumps. The data
base used covered the same components as for the degradation rate. The statistical tests
justifying the use of data across twelve RHR pumps were the same, but the sparsity of data
on aging failure required a slightly different analysis.

The aging-failure data for the RHR pumps show only a few failures during the later five
years of the components (age 5-10) and, in general, the number of failures was small. The
statistical trend testing, based on both data combining and pooling, showed a decreasing
trend in the early life, but no trend in aging-failure could be established in the later five
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years. Because of the sparsity of the data, isotonic regression analysis was used to estimate
failure rate for the first five years of RHR pumps where decreasing trend was observed. For
the later five years, due to a lack of any trends, a constant, time-independent, failure rate was
estimated.

The following observations can be made from the aging-failure rate obtained for the
RHR pumps:

1. The aging-failure rate shows decreasing trend in the first five years, but a constant
failure rate can only be estimated for later five years of the overall ten years. In other
words, there was no trend of increasing failure with age for the ten-year operating
period of the RHR pumps.

2. The aging failure rate shows a behavior similar to the degradation rate in the early
five years, but differs after that. The aging-failure rate was significantly lower than
the degradation rate and the difference increased with increasing age. The degrada-
tion rate was about a factor of 30 higher than the aging failure rate at the end of 10
years.

3. The 95% confidence bounds associated with aging-failure rate show higher uncer-
tainty compared to the degradation rate, due to the few observations of failures.

Figure 6 gives the logarithm of the failure rate for SW pumps. For the SW pumps, only
a few failure data points were available for analysis. The sparsity of this data base is partly
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attributable to the data source which is considered incomplete for the early life of the
components.

The available SW pump data were not adequate to detect any statistical trend with
confidence. Accordingly, no aging effect of the SW pump failures is established: a constant
failure for the study period (approximately 12 yrs.) is estimated.

4.4 Aging Evaluation Using Degradation and Aging-Failure Rate

The analysis of the degradation rate and the aging-failure rate provides a comprehensive
picture of the aging process in the components studied (RHR and SW pumps) and provides
interesting insights on component aging.

1. The use of information on degradation and failure not only increases significantly
the information base for adequate analysis, but provides interpretations of the aging
process that cannot be obtained by analyses of failure data alone. For both of these
pumps, degradation data indicate aging whereas failure data are yet to indicate aging
trends.

2. The aging trend in the degradation during the later 5 to 10 year period shows a
significant effect on component degradation as the RHR pump ages, but a simulta-
neous lack of aging trend in the failure rate signifies that degradation has not been
manifested in an increasing failure rate. Similarly, for the SW pumps, there is no
aging effect on failures corresponding to the aging effect on degradations observed
during the later seven years of operation. In the degradation modeling approach this
finding signifies that maintenance is effective in preventing age-related failures, and
that aging is represented through an increase in the degradation rate.

3. The relation between degradation and aging-failure rate in the first five years of the
RHR pumps remained the same, i.e., both curves were similar and the degradation
rate was steadily and consistently higher than the aging-failure rate. In the case of
SW pumps, the degradation rate was consistently higher than the failure rate, but
these rates show different behavior. However, failure data in the early life of SW
pumps are considered incomplete.

4. The decreasing trend in the degradation rate for both pumps ends after the first five
years, and the rates show differences with the corresponding failure rates, starting at
this point.

5. Because there is more information on degradations, degradation rates are probably
better indicators of aging than failure rates. Also, uncertainties in estimates of
degradation rates are lower than those for aging-failure rates. Therefore, degradation
rates can be effectively used to understand aging effects.

6. The relation between degradations and failures needs to be investigated further. The
increase in degradation rate may be followed, after a time-lag, by an increased
failure rate. The degradation rate, once it reaches a threshold value, may relate to
failure. Investigation of these aspects through degradation modeling may suggest
when maintenances or overhauls of components should be performed to prevent
age-related increase in failure rates.



4.5 Evaluation of Maintenance Effectiveness

As discussed in Section 3, the degradation modeling approach provides an estimate of
the effectiveness of maintenance in preventing age-related failures. The transition probabil-
ity from a maintenance state to failure state signifies the ineffectiveness of maintenance in
the simplified model studied. The complement of maintenance ineffectiveness is mainte-
nance effectiveness.

For the RHR pumps, the maintenance effectiveness is obtained (Figure 7) for each 10
quarters of age. Effectiveness varies between 0.6 to 0.7 for the first 30 quarters, but
significantly increases in the last 10 quarters. It is possible that effect of degradation on
failures is delayed and data beyond 40 quarters might provide better estimates of mainte-
nance effectiveness in the last ten quarters. The maintenance effectiveness for the SW pump
(Figure 8) shows slightly different behavior. It declines in the early life and then shows
increase in the later life. As discussed, the relationship among degradations, failures, and
maintenances is complex but extremely useful for studying aging in repairable components.
A better understanding of this parameter will allow estimation of aging-failure rate based on
degradation rate estimates.

5. SUMMARY AND INSIGHTS OF DEGRADATION MODELING ANALYSIS

The paper presents the concept of the degradation modeling approach in an aging
evaluation of the safety system components of nuclear power plants. The use of degradation
modeling using information on component degradation was studied, along with the statistical
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approach to data analyses needed in such modeling. Applications to RHR pumps across
three nuclear units and SW pumps across seven nuclear units were carried out to demon-.
strate the approach and the use of the modeling concept. In summary, we addressed the
following aspects to derive insights on the component aging process:

1. use of degradation information to develop a degradation modeling approach for use
in aging studies,

2. statistical approach to the analysis of information on degradation failure, and

3. aging and maintenance effectiveness evaluation using degradation information.

As discussed in the paper, the degradation modeling approach can have broader applications
in aging reliability studies. The simple models presented provide interesting insights that are
summarized below; further developments and evaluations are necessary to develop this tool
for understanding and modeling component aging.

Benefit of using degradation information and degradation modeling

Aging is manifested through degradation of components. As presented in this report,
analysis of degradations provides an understanding of aging that cannot be obtained by
studying age-related failures only. The other important aspect is that significantly more



information is available on degradations compared to failures, that is, how current practices
at plants are exhibited on component reliability and component reliability data bases.
Degradation data enhance the data base for aging reliability and thus, the lack of data
problem is reduced in this modeling approach.

Statistical approach to analysis of aging data

This report presents a statistical approach to analyzing aging data (degradation and
failure data). Statistical tests are presented to demonstrate the similarity of component
behavior so that data can be taken from a group of components. Statistical trend tests are
presented to demonstrate the existence or lack of aging trends in the data before developing
age-related rates using regression analyses. Using information on degradation and failure
from 12 RHR pumps across three units, we demonstrated the statistical approach. A similar
analysis is also presented for SW pumps. The uncertainty in the analysis also is controlled
by using the statistical appioach.

Aging evaluation using degradation modeling approach

In this report, RHR pump degradation and failure data were studied to understand the
aging effect on the component. The result showed an aging effect on ths rate of component
degradation even though no aging effect on the aging failure rate could be established.
Similar results are also obtained for the SW pumps. The increase in the degradation rate may
be indicative of future increases in the aging failure rate. We showed that component aging
can be explained and demonstrated in a relatively short time studying degradations, whereas
a much longer time is needed to demonstrate the aging effect through study of failure data.

Relations between degradations and failures

In degradation modeling, components are assumed to degrade in their path to age-re-
lated failures. This assumption is justified based on understanding of aging, but relations
between degradations and failures are not yet known. Plant maintenances and operating
practices clearly play a role. A large number of possibilities that define the relationship
between degradations and failures exist, and deriving such relations will help define the
required maintenance practices and help develop component reliability models for aging
studies.

Evaluation of Maintenance Effectiveness

An important aspect of evaluating the aging process is to understand and characterize
the role of maintenance being performed on the component. A simple model was studied,
based on degradation modeling approach, to obtain a parameter for maintenance effective-
ness using age-dependent degradation and failure rates.

This parameter can define why component aging failure rates are being controlled. It
can also define when maintenance is ineffective to control component aging. The relation-
ship among degradations, failures, and maintenance effectiveness are thus elemental in



explaining and modeling component aging reliability. The degradation modeling can further
be developed to better model the role of maintenance in component aging.

Model for component aging reliability

The analysis presented demonstrates that information on component degradation can be
used to express aging effects on components, and that statistical approaches can properly
interpret this data. A component aging reliability model should be developed that incorpo-
rates this information and can take into account the effectiveness of maintenance in
mitigating aging.
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